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Abstract Multiple breast cancers may present with different clinical and biological characteristics as compared with unicentric disease, and in certain instances this may have implications as far as treatment is concerned. Multiple tumors may have increased lymph node involvement compared with unifocal tumors, and some available data suggest that multifocal/multicentric breast cancer is actually more aggressive and carries worse overall outcomes than unifocal disease. In other studies, multifocality itself does not appear to be a contributing factor for worse outcome; more aggressive systemic disease or decreased response to systemic therapies, instead, seem to play a role. It has been suggested that multi- and unifocal tumors do not share the same biology since factors other than those currently employed for staging and prognostic purposes have been shown to affect behavior. In fact, the prognostic impact of multiple breast cancer has been poorly studied, and the necessity for specific adjuvant treatment in order to counteract the potentially unfavorable effect of multifocality is still subject to investigation.

2.1 Introduction

The presence of multiple foci of disease in the cancer-containing breast has been reported during most of the twentieth century [1]. Its significance has been lively discussed over the last 30 years [2], and sequential revisions of the biological and clinical implications of multiple breast cancer foci have followed one another over time; at least in part, the interpretation of multicentric tumors has been paralleled by the contemporary shift in paradigms for the treatment of breast cancer, with mutual influence.
2.2 Multifocality: What Definition?

In our opinion, the peculiarity of multifocal/multicentric breast cancer resides in the question whether the intrinsic profile of a certain multiple breast cancer can be extrapolated from the characterization of a single lesion (namely, the major, as is currently assumed) or, otherwise, whether each focus carries its own independent contribution to the overall behavior of the disease. An additional issue is whether multifocality itself may represent an independent biological feature to take into account when outlining a tumor profile.

The early findings by Holland et al. [3] (see below) in terms of high prevalence of multiple cancer foci as well as his depiction of the distribution of multiple lesions over a sort of topographic gradient around the biggest focus were fully confirmed in more recent studies: for example, Vaidya et al. reported [4] that 63% of patients in their series harbored multiple foci in addition to the primary tumor and, in particular, only 53% of patients had all foci contained within 2 cm, while 80% of lesions could be found within 4 cm and 90% within 5 cm of the main tumor edge. The importance of such a distribution of cancer within the breast has come to be well valorized after breast-conserving surgery became a standard procedure in order to optimize breast conservation [5], and, possibly, it has even been enhanced by the most extreme conservative efforts adopted in most recent times, such as oncoplastic surgery.

However, results in the literature regarding the significance of multiple breast cancer foci are still conflicting, and the impact of multifocality on overall survival is still controversial, mainly due to the use of various definitions lacking a wide international consensus and to methodological limitations [6].

Several definitions have in fact been used in the literature addressing multifocal breast cancer. Some studies required that tumors should be separated from each other by some arbitrarily selected distance or be located in different quadrants of the breast to be considered multifocal. Others included carcinoma in situ in the definition of multifocality [7] or used the term multicentricity as well: e.g., Katz et al. [8] defined “multicentricity” as more than two areas of carcinoma in more than one quadrant of the breast and separated by at least 4 cm, while “multifocality” was defined as two or more separate areas of carcinoma within the same quadrant and/or separated by less than 4 cm. Often multicentricity implies more than one primary tumor, whereas multifocality indicates multiple foci of the same tumor; some researchers operate with a minimum distance between the foci of 2 cm, and others require normal breast tissue between tumors but no minimal distance between the tumor foci [9].

Some authors, on the other hand, stated that the dichotomous classification of multifocal and multicentric disease is arbitrary and could simply represent different degrees of spatial separation rather than any biological difference between categories; breast quadrants are indeed typically defined by tracing lines which radiate perpendicularly from the nipple, but the lack of anatomical boundaries within the breast can result in variability of these “quadrants” with respect to patient position and the modality of assessment (clinical or radiological); therefore, lesions in
different quadrants can in fact have closer proximity than lesions occupying remote locations within the same quadrant [10].

It could thus be argued that despite being quite common in practice, categorizing multifocality solely on metric parameters may not be the most effective approach, and, actually, for some authors the definition of multifocality based on the distance between the individual foci appears to impede the ability to obtain comparable and significant results, first, because the biological importance of a distance is hard to test but also because it is impossible to achieve consensus regarding the required amount of millimeters [6].

In one study of cytogenetic changes, macroscopically distinct tumors in 9 of 12 mastectomy specimens were monoclonal, suggesting a common origin [11], and in these monoclonal cases, multiple foci were in closer proximity. Similar findings resulted from a study where a panel of immunohistochemical markers was utilized [12]. These data would need confirmation with contemporary profiling techniques but would suggest that when multiple lesions are in close proximity (multifocal), they are biologically similar, but not so when they are far apart (multicentric) [2]. However, on the practical side, even with molecular studies it can be difficult to differentiate between multifocal tumors, defined as the presence of multiple foci of the same tumor, and multicentric carcinomas, defined as multiple primary carcinomas in the same breast [13], hence many recent studies did not attempt to separate them.

In this vein, it has also been suggested that a classification based on quadrant location and distance from the nipple and rooted in the notion that the “quadrants” of the breast have some anatomic and biological meaning needs to be reconsidered [2]. A trend in this direction has been included among the changes from the sixth to the seventh edition of the AJCC Cancer Staging Manual, where it has been acknowledged that it is not necessary for tumors to be in separate quadrants to be classified as multiple simultaneous ipsilateral carcinomas, providing that they can be unambiguously demonstrated to be macroscopically distinct and measurable using available clinical and pathological techniques [14].

### 2.3 Multifocality and Breast Conservative Treatment

From approximately 1890 to 1970, radical mastectomy as introduced by William Halsted was generally accepted as the standard treatment for breast cancer [1], and the many studies that were carried out over such period in order to investigate multicentricity in breast cancer were conducted mainly with the purpose of understanding the process of origin of multiple cancers: due to the lack of therapeutic alternatives to destructive surgery, the relevance of multifocality in terms of treatment is yet to come. In the mid-1970s, Fisher et al. effectively summarized the findings yielded so far by the studies in the domain of breast cancer multicentricity when they stated that “the detection of multicentric cancers in mammary quadrants
other than that harboring the primary cancer in mastectomy specimens represents a conservative estimate since the probability of identifying such a lesion appears to increase as the number of [tissue] samples [examined] per patient increases” [15].

Actually, the incidence of multicentric foci in the breast has been reported to vary from 18 %, when 1–2 random samples from each quadrant were examined [16], to 69 % when 5 mm sections of whole breast were examined [17].

Some studies that addressed the topic of multiple breast cancer [18] used radiography, but it was Egan [17] who standardized the “correlated pathological-radiological” method of whole-organ analysis, which provides optimum sampling of breast tissue. Many studies conducted with Egan’s technique on this matter over the years reported rates of multiple lesions ranging from 56 % [19] to 69 % [17].

In the 1970s, the major debate in the local therapy of breast cancer was the safety of the switch from radical mastectomy to modified radical mastectomy. In that environment, the National Surgical Adjuvant Breast and Bowel Project (NSABP)-B04 trial [15] studied the contribution to survival deriving from the removal of the axillary nodes in clinically node-negative women: its results eventually led to the direct repudiation of the Halstedian concept of breast cancer biology and opened the door to studies that tested the effectiveness of breast conservation treatment.

Over the course of the studies on breast conservation, the new option of partial removal of the breast coupled with the long-standing awareness of high frequency of additional cancer foci beyond an index lesion focused concerns upon the eventuality of local recurrences and brought into focus the importance of assessing the extent and the topographical distribution of tumor foci in the surroundings of an overt cancer.

In a landmark paper on multifocality, Holland et al. [3] examined with Egan’s method a consecutive series of breast cancers that appeared clinically and radiologically unifocal and that constituted virtual candidates to conservative treatments; the actual presence of additional undetected cancer foci beyond the index lesion was studied in mastectomy specimens of these cases with the purpose to estimate the frequency with which tumor would remain in the breast after a breast-conserving surgical intervention.

Their results showed that only a minority of tumors had their clinical unifocality confirmed in the surgical specimen, and actually a 63 % rate of multicentricity was reported; moreover, the authors addressed the additional issue of the spatial distribution of clinically undetected foci in terms of their distances from the primary tumor, and the results showed that the likelihood of finding additional tumor foci in breast tissue decreased as the distance from the index lesion increased, despite the size of the index tumor.

In other words, assuming the distance of additional tumor foci from the index lesion as a surrogate for the surgical margin during breast-conserving surgery for infiltrating carcinoma, the percentage of patients still harboring tumor foci following excision would be higher with a margin of 2 cm rather than 4 cm (42 % and 10 %, respectively, according to Holland). Therefore, the emerging scenario was
that an average quadrantectomy on an average-sized breast was unlikely to remove all cancer foci: earlier concerns “that local excision may ignore residual tumors, particularly those which may occur as clinically and pathologically undetected de novo cancers at sites within the breast quite remote from the dominant mass” [15] still represented a deterrent to the acceptability of breast-conserving surgery.

At this stage it was difficult to scientifically accept the possibility that a cancer might not be a cancer of clinical significance and there was a need for information regarding the kinetics of the multicentric foci. In 1969 a randomized study to compare radical mastectomy with breast-conserving surgery, which was termed “quadrantectomy,” was approved by the World Health Organization Committee of Investigators for Evaluation of Methods of Diagnosis and Treatment of Breast Cancer; after the new procedure was standardized, the recruitment of patients began at the Milan Cancer Institute in 1973, and preliminary data showed that survival rates were equal after radical and breast-conserving surgery [20]. A few years later, another randomized controlled clinical trial—NSABP-06 [21]—was conducted in order to evaluate the efficacy of breast-conserving surgery and the biological importance of tumor multicentricity: after 20 years of follow-up, the absence of a significant difference in overall survival among women who underwent mastectomy and those who underwent conservation treatment was confirmed. Besides, the rate of ipsilateral breast tumor recurrence, as well, did not differ significantly among the two groups [22]. Over time, the association of breast-conserving surgery with radiotherapy has proved to grant patients equivalent survival with respect to mastectomy, as pointed out by six prospective randomized trials with long-term follow-up, some more than 20 years [22].

Moreover, adjuvant treatments have been extensively employed and refined with increasing success: in a report of 3,799 node-negative women participating in five NSABP trials of adjuvant systemic therapy, the cumulative incidence of in-breast recurrence at 12 years for those receiving adjuvant therapy was only 6.6 % [23].

In summary, the persistence of tumor foci after breast conservation treatment was known for a fact, but, nevertheless, the observation of increasing survival rates and a parallel decrease in local recurrence due to improvements in adjuvant treatments and refinements of diagnostic tools led to the replacement of concerns about the mere presence of remnant cancer cells by issues concerning the specific biological feature of the (remaining) disease.

The importance of biology and targeted therapy has been supported by the emerging literature on the impact of tumor subtypes on local recurrence after BCT or mastectomy. Both Millar et al. [24] and Nguyen et al. [25] demonstrated that the rate of local recurrence after BCT varies among the intrinsic subtypes of breast cancer as approximated by the ER, progesterone receptor (PgR), and human epidermal growth factor receptor (HER)-2 status.
2.4 Multifocality and Outcome

When it comes to considering outcomes of multiple tumors, overall survival and other prognostic factors (that may in turn indirectly affect overall survival) should deserve distinct consideration.

An insight of the appropriateness in this separation comes from a study published by Pedersen et al. [9], which also offers an effective example of mismatches in results due to differences in definitions and methodologies. Pedersen et al. reported that in a study from 1982 [17], Egan found that the presence of multifocality signaled a worse prognosis, while in their own investigation, it was not found to have an independent effect on overall survival, when controlling for known prognostic factors. The findings Pedersen reported were in accordance with the data published by Rakowsky et al. [26], who also found that multifocality had no influence on disease-free survival, and those of Vlastos et al. [27], who found in a set of patients with early-stage cancer that patients with unicentric tumors had a 10-year disease-free survival of 84% and the patients with multicentric tumors had a 10-year disease-free survival of 83%. The differences in the conclusions reported by Egan and Pedersen could be explained by differences in the criteria adopted for defining multifocality (Egan had a broader definition of multifocality including lobular carcinoma in situ) and by the fact that the former did not use a multivariate analysis to find the prognostic influence of multifocality; in fact, when comparing the prognostic influence of multifocality against other prognostic factors in a Cox multivariate analysis, multifocality lost its independent prognostic influence. Patients with multifocal disease often had more positive lymph nodes and larger tumors than patients with unifocal cancers: these two factors are known to be strong prognostic factors, and this can explain why multifocality appeared as a prognostic factor in the univariate analysis and why it had no significant effect on overall survival in the Cox multivariate analysis.

Actually, on a more general level, multiple carcinomas have been repeatedly reported to carry a higher frequency of lymph node metastases and a less favorable patient outcome when compared with unifocal lesions; unfortunately, it is still unclear whether this difference reflects a different biological behavior (which could be responsible for the multifocality as well) or merely larger tumor burden [13].

Other studies led to depict a multifaceted scenario as far as outcome of multiple breast cancer is concerned. Litton [28] studied a subset of young women with breast cancer (<35 years old), and multifocality by itself did not prove to worsen the initially poor prognosis of young breast cancer patients. Multifocal disease was associated with an increase in the risk of death (hazard ratio, 1.57) and decrease in the risk of recurrence (hazard ratio, 0.87), but did not reach statistical significance. Multifocality was instead statistically associated with an increase in the risk of death after recurrence (HR, 3.71). There were, however, statistically significant differences when looking at specific biological features, including pathological tumor grade, hormone receptor status, DCIS, and oral contraceptive use. For those women who did recur a more aggressive systemic disease, a decreased response to systemic
therapies was hypothesized, and other biological factors or genetic profiling that might help explain these differences beyond multifocality itself were claimed to play a role.

Similarly, Cabioglu [29] reported that no difference could be found between patients with unifocal or multiple breast cancer in terms of rates of systemic metastases, local recurrences, and disease-free or overall survival when patients were tabulated according to the stage, but their findings led the authors to conclude that breast tumors with multiple foci have a different biology, with an increased metastatic potential to axillary lymph nodes, regardless of tumor size (that reflects an advanced stage).

Theoretically, the difference in behavior may be a reflection of either the increased intrinsic aggressiveness of multiple tumors or their larger tumor size, in keeping with a consistent biological relation between tumor burden and angiolympathic dissemination. In fact, the prognostic relevance of the T category has been extensively established, but survival of patients with breast cancer depends on two different types of prognostic factors: tumor size as a marker of tumor biology (as a time-dependent phenomenon) and biological factors (i.e., histological grade, the estrogen and progesterone receptor status, as well as the number of mitotic figures per ten high-power fields), which represent tumor aggressiveness [30].

### 2.5 Assessing Tumor Burden in Multiple Foci

Unfortunately, evaluating the burden of breast carcinomas is subject to several problems; routinely, the diameter of tumor nodules is used, primarily for practical reasons, but tumors are in fact variably and irregularly shaped tridimensional objects, and therefore diameters inaccurately reflect their real size. Nevertheless, the largest tumor diameter is currently used as an approximation (or surrogate) of the tumor volume for staging purposes in cases of unifocal breast carcinoma, and, in the same line, the American Joint Committee on Cancer and the International Union Against Cancer (AJCC/UICC) recommend the usage of the diameter of the largest tumor (only) also for the staging of multifocal/multicentric breast carcinomas [31]. Therefore, in practice, for the purpose of obtaining a simple and consistent measurement, the actual tumor burden is underestimated because secondary tumor foci, which are often sizable, are not included [32].

Andea et al. [32] hypothesized that the propensity of multifocal/multicentric tumors for metastasis is best described as a function of aggregate tumor size. This prompted the authors to explore the relation between tumor size and lymph node involvement in multifocal/multicentric tumors by using aggregate tumor size estimates, and the findings were used to investigate whether the current staging criteria optimally reflect the metastatic behavior of multifocal breast carcinomas.

Two different methods for estimating tumor size in multifocal/multicentric carcinomas (i.e., diameter of the largest nodule and combined diameters) were used, and the two methods resulted in statistically significant differences in both size and
T classification distribution when compared with unifocal cases. Using the diameter of the largest nodule as a size estimate produced a lower mean tumor size for multifocal than for unifocal cases (2.53 vs. 3.47 cm, respectively; \( P = 0.026 \)), and, conversely, combining the diameters of multifocal/multicentric tumors resulted in a larger mean tumor size compared with unifocal lesions (4.2 vs. 3.47 cm, respectively; \( P = 0.003 \)). Consequently, the multifocal tumors had a different distribution within T classifications depending on the method of tumor size estimation.

However, as far as the relation between T-stage and lymph node involvement is concerned, when utilizing the standard tumor size estimate, multifocal/multicentric tumors were demonstrated to have a significantly higher incidence of axillary lymph node metastases than unifocal tumors of similar size (odds ratio, 2.8; \( P = 0.0001 \)), but if combined diameters of all tumor nodules were utilized for the T-stage assessment, the metastatic behavior of multifocal carcinomas was not significantly different from that of unifocal tumors (odds ratio, 1.4; \( P = 0.13 \)). A multivariate logistic regression model was analyzed assessing the impact of multifocality versus unifocality on lymph node status when controlling for tumor size, and results showed that multifocality did not significantly influence lymph node status for the same tumor size when a combined diameter is used as a tumor size estimate.

In other words, results by Andea et al. [32] confirmed that, within similar T classification groups, the currently used measurement methods for staging multifocal carcinomas (diameter of the largest nodule) resulted in a significantly higher incidence of positive lymph node status in multiple tumors as compared to unifocal tumors; on the other hand, using the combined diameters as a size estimate resulted in frequencies of positive lymph nodes that did not significantly differ from the unifocal control series. In particular, the most prominent change was observed in T1 classification, where the incidence of lymph node positivity for multifocal and unifocal series became equal.

### 2.6 Tumor Burden Versus Lymphatic Metastases

As the authors acknowledge, one potential criticism in this study is that it uses tumor diameters when, more likely, the propensity for metastases is a function of tumor volume or surface area. In multiple tumors, adding diameters of nodules in an attempt to estimate total tumor bulk would result in a consistent error because volumes and areas are proportional to the third and second power of the diameter, respectively, and therefore summing diameter of tumor nodules would overestimate total tumor volume and, to a lesser extent, area. Thus, the same author pushed further his research [13] and quantified the relationship between tumor volume and area in multifocal tumors as compared to single cancers. The results confirmed former findings and showed that multifocal tumors have a significantly larger aggregate diameter, but they have a lower median volume and a similar distribution of tumor surface area than unifocal tumors of similar stage. So it was concluded that aggregate diameter measurements would actually overestimate the total volume of multiple tumors, but such an approach was sustained because, even though
summing diameters of multifocal tumors “overcorrects” for volume, this inadvertently accounts for their increased biological aggressiveness.

Based on these data, the authors suggested that alternative T classification algorithms for multiple breast carcinomas should be investigated; in their opinion the utilization of aggregate diameter measurements would allow multifocal/multicentric and unifocal tumors to be staged uniformly, although this may not reflect accurately the total tumor burden. Alternatively, multiple tumors could be designated in a separate T classification to convey the increased risk for metastatic dissemination.

This sort of concern was addressed by the College of American Pathologists and in the protocol for the examination of specimens from patients with invasive carcinoma of the breast, based on the 7th edition of the AJCC cancer staging manual [33], where the size of the largest invasive carcinoma is still used for T classification but, if multiple carcinomas are present, the modifier “m” is used in the assessment of the “T” stage to indicate that multiple foci are present.

Others have addressed the issue that, currently, in multicentric/multifocal disease the size of the tumor is assessed by measuring the largest tumor focus only. The aim of a study of Weissenbacher et al. [30] was to compare the prognosis of multicentric/multifocal tumors with unifocal tumors with apparently identical tumor size according to TNM staging. A total of 288 pairs, each consisting of one patient with unifocal disease and one patient with multifocal or multicentric breast cancer, were created by matched-pair analysis to achieve statistical balance of the major prognostic factors between both groups. All match criteria (tumor size, grading, and hormone receptor status) were equally distributed in both sets, and, furthermore, no significant difference was found between the two groups in terms of systemic therapy and primary operation. The Cox multivariate regression analysis regarding breast cancer-specific survival and local or systemic relapse showed that multicentricity/multifocality is a significant independent predictor of reduced breast cancer-specific survival as well as of reduced relapse-free survival. Tumor size, grading, and lymph node status were also significant independent predictors. As far as overall survival is concerned, hormonal therapy resulted in significance (P=0.002), while both chemotherapy and radiation showed no statistical significance by multivariate analysis. Concerning disease recurrence, neither chemotherapy, hormonal therapy, nor radiation showed any significance.

In order to explain their findings, the authors stated that the currently used algorithms, which employs the diameter of the largest nodule, result in the downplaying of multifocal breast carcinomas due to the underestimation of actual tumor size. They concluded that failure to measure the additional tumor burden provided by multiple small foci may underestimate the disease, and, besides, ignoring the contribution of the smaller foci to the incidence of node positivity and survival may deny patients the opportunity of adjuvant therapies.

In summary it appears that, even when biases due to obsolete topographic definitions are left aside, foreseeing multiple breast cancer prognosis still poses peculiar difficulties that may reside in the incomplete adequacy of the presently used staging systems when applied to multiple disease and in the practice of neglecting smaller tumor foci, each one carrying its own biological features.
2.7 Future Perspectives: Biological Determinants of Aggressiveness

The sensitivity of some breast cancers to hormones and the possibility of reducing the growth of these tumors by removal of circulating estrogens have been known for over 100 years; quantitatively, it is reported that 50–80% of breast cancers are ER positive, thus hormone therapy has possibly prognostic relevance for a significant proportion of patients [34]. However, as mentioned above, in cases of multiple breast cancer current guidelines recommend that the highest T category tumor should be the one selected for classification and staging. The reported grade corresponds to the largest area of invasion and ER, PgR, and HER2 status are determined solely on the largest invasive carcinoma; biological tests on smaller invasive carcinomas are recommended only if these cancers are of different histological type or of higher grade [33]. Smaller cancers thus tend to be ignored, and homogeneity among different cancer foci is assumed.

Among papers that created grounds for such an attitude, a pilot study [34] involving 18 patients showed that ER status was the same in all foci of multiple breast cancers and therefore concluded that the current practice of establishing ER status in the primary focus is adequate in relation to hormone therapy. Yet, as acknowledged by the authors themselves, the variability of ER and PgR status between individual foci in multiple breast cancer has not been widely studied, and, besides, it has been previously demonstrated by allelotyping that multiple breast lesions may exhibit distinct clonal patterns at the molecular level [35, 36].

In fact, some authors described quite a different picture. Poulsen et al. [37] presented a case report in 1981 of a patient with two foci of invasive ductal breast cancer in the same breast: one tumor was ER positive, while the other was ER negative. Panahy et al. [38] studied hormone receptor distribution in normal and cancerous breast tissue from nine patients harboring ER-positive cancers and identified—in four patients—multifocal tumors with a varying phenotype for ER and PgR status; multiple tumors were reported to be somehow different in regard to histological criteria, too, but no further detail on the histology of foci was reported. In one case, all three cancer foci were ER positive/PgR positive, but other cases showed multifocal tumors of more than one soluble receptor phenotype. One case had both ER-positive/PgR-positive and ER-positive/PgR-negative tumors, while another case had an ER-positive/PgR-negative and an ER-negative/PgR-positive tumor. A third instance combined two distinct ER-positive/PgR-positive tumors with, remarkably, a second phenotype (ER negative/PgR negative) on a further focus. Interestingly, in addition, variability was also seen in different regions of large tumors.

In order to analyze whether biological features that play a role in the choice of adjuvant treatment of breast cancer are differently expressed in distinct foci of invasive multiple breast cancers with a single histological feature, we prospectively studied the expression of biological markers connected with adjuvant therapy and prognosis over a series of 113 cases [39]. In particular, ER and PgR status, proliferative index Ki-67 (measured as Mib-1 staining), and the amplification of HER2 were
assessed. The expression of all these features was prospectively assessed in each, and every tumor focus of multiple lesions and mismatches among foci were present in 4.4–18.6 % of cases, according to the parameter considered (see Table 2.1).

In detail, mismatches in ER status were present in 4.4 % of cases: in two cases (1.7 %) out of five, a smaller focus was positive and the main focus was negative, while in the remaining three cases (2.5 %), a smaller focus was negative and the main focus was positive. For PgR status, mismatches were present in 18 cases (15.9 %). For tumor grading, 21 (18.6 %) mismatches were found, with a minor focus displaying a higher grade in comparison to the main nodule in 3 cases (2.6 %). Proliferative index Ki-67 differed in 17 (15 %) cases, with eight cases (7 %) in which a “high” index was reported in minor foci only. A mismatch in HER2 amplification was present in 11 (9.7 %) cases showing amplification exclusively in a minor focus in four cases (3.5 %).

The specific biological parameters were chosen because they are known as key elements in planning adjuvant treatments and their specific combination is an issue in the indication to hormonal therapy, chemotherapy, target therapy, or associated treatments [40, 41]; actually, in our series, extending the biological characterization to each tumor focus led to identifying heterogeneous characteristics over the foci and therefore to issuing different indications to adjuvant treatment in 14 (12.4 %) patients out of 113 as compared with what would have been prescribed if the status of the main focus only were taken into account.

### Table 2.1 Overview of diverging expression of biological parameters among different foci in 113 multiple breast cancers (modified from Buggi et al. [39])

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>Divergent ER status</th>
<th>Divergent PgR status</th>
<th>Divergent grading</th>
<th>Divergent Ki-67 staining</th>
<th>Divergent HER2 expression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ER-positive minor focus/ER-negative main focus</td>
<td>2 cases (1.7 %)</td>
<td>10 cases (8.8 %)</td>
<td>3 cases (2.6 %)</td>
<td>8 cases (7 %)</td>
<td>4 cases (3.5 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PgR-positive minor focus/PgR-negative main focus</td>
<td>3 cases (2.5 %)</td>
<td>High-grade minor focus/low-grade main focus</td>
<td>8 cases (7.7 %)</td>
<td>Low-grade minor focus/high-grade main focus</td>
<td>9 cases (7.9 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“High” in minor focus/“low” in main focus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Not amplified in main focus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Amplified in main focus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7 cases (6.2 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11 (9.7 %)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ER** estrogen receptor, **PgR** progesterone receptor
2.8 Closing Remarks

Findings such as those reported in the experiences cited above need consistent confirmation, but nevertheless they allow to obtain some insight into biological heterogeneity among foci of multiple breast cancer. As previously claimed, the design of a rational therapeutic strategy for breast cancer should begin with a clear understanding of the biological basis of multicentricity and multifocality; given this, questions of definition and therapeutic strategy would follow logically [2].

Future efforts will be required in order to confirm preliminary data, but if present findings will prove consistent, a thorough assessment over all tumor foci of biological features that play a role in the adjuvant treatment decision-making process may eventually lead to optimal therapy tailoring.
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